10 January 2018
Dear Parents/Carers
As you are aware, this year Outwood Academy Bydales are producing and presenting ‘The Wizard of Oz’ and
your extremely talented son/daughter is involved in the show.
The performance dates are the 6, 7 and 8 February 2018 and tickets will go on sale soon. Some of the main
parts have been cast to multiple people therefore there will be three ‘teams’, each performing on a separate
night. If your child’s name is not listed below, then he/she will be performing on all three nights. If his/her
name is below then he/she is still invited to perform in the chorus on the nights that he/she is not playing
his/her character. We are also conducting two Saturday rehearsals. The 27 January and the 3 February. Both
will be in school and will run from 9.30am-3.30pm. Students should bring a packed lunch and snacks. They are
not required to wear school uniform.
The performance begins at 7pm and lasts approximately 2 hours, with an interval. Cast will need to be at
school for 5.30pm for make-up and preparation.
We are providing the majority of costume, props, make-up and set, however we do need your assistance with
the Munchkins and Ozians. All Munchkins are required to wear an array of bright and wacky colours. This
can be from tutus and t-shirts to brightly coloured trousers and vests. Outfits are not to have any logos or
specific character patterns on. Ozians are required to wear all green, again, with no logos or character patterns
please. I have also attached a list of props and costume that is needed for the show. Anything highlighted in
yellow is still yet to be acquired, if you are able to help with anything on the list then please let me know. We
will be extremely grateful and sure to look after your items with the up most care.
Tuesday 6 February
Red Team
Dorothy - Grace Spencer
Lion – Olivia Collings
Scarecrow - Sam Bailey
Tin Man - Robbie Davies
Wicked Witch - Ella Crisp
Glinda - Lydia Kime
Aunty Em - Daisy Evans
Mrs Gultch - Lily Smith
Wizard - Liam Bainbridge
Professor - Dan Hulme

Wednesday 7 February
Yellow Team
Dorothy - Keira Watson
Lion - Aleesha Cox
Scarecrow - Nina Pattinson
Tin Man - Robbie Davies
Wicked Witch - Imogen Dixon
Glinda - Harriet Thornton
Aunty Em – Daisy Evans
Mrs Gultch – Poppy WoodLedner
Wizard - Liam Bainbridge
Professor – Katelyn Heselhurst

I thank you for your support and look forward to seeing you very soon.
Yours faithfully

Louise Thompson
Teacher of Drama

Thursday 8 February
Green Team
Dorothy - Robyn Sharrocks
Lion - Ruby Armstrong
Scarecrow - Nina Pattinson
Tin Man - Scarlett Kacperski
Wicked Witch - Klia Jones
Glinda - Ruby Smith
Aunty Em - Daisy Evans
Mrs Gultch - Lily Smith
Wizard - Emmanuel Arthur
Professor – Ellie Beevers

